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Dear Priyatno Ardi:

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to IJELTAL (Indonesian Journal of English Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics), "Collocation in the English LKS Books for Senior High School Students".

Our decision is: Revisions Required

REVIEW RESULTS:
The study is well-organized and well-presented. But, there is one important concern to be addressed: What are the applications and implications of the study in teaching and learning? The reader, at the end of the study, is left only with the number and frequency of collocations in the LKS books, but the findings are not applied to any practical settings. In other words, there is the question "So what?"

This is only a book review study which deals only with some specific part of the book, that is, collocations. The study is not a review of the all sections of the book, and this is, to some extent, one limitation of the study as few people, if any, would care about the number of lexical and grammatical collocations in a certain book. Thus, it is advised to include a section on the application of the study in practical conditions and have some lines on the implications on teaching and learning as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the books based on some criteria.

This is too long article with more than 9,400 words. It is highly suggested to reduce the words count not more than 6,000 words. To do it, delete many contents in the literature review, write the most important review of the concept used in the article, and just provide them not more than 2-3 paragraphs. It is also highly recommended to use MENDELEY.

IJELTAL

Indonesian Journal of English Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics
http://ijeltal.org/index.php/ijeltal

Dear Editor,

Thank you very much. We will revise our manuscript as soon as possible.

Regards,

Ardi
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Author
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Dear Editor,

I uploaded the revised manuscript to the system. I look forward to hearing good news from you.

Regards,

Priyatno Ardi
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Dear Priyatno Ardi:

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to IJELTAL (Indonesian Journal of English Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics), "Collocation in the English LKS Books for Senior High School Students".

Our decision is: Accept Submission
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Priyatno Ardi
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Dear Priyatno Ardi:

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to IJELTAL (Indonesian Journal of English Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics), "Collocation in the English LKS Books for Senior High School Students".

Our decision is: Accept Submission
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We have reached a decision regarding your submission to IJELTAL (Indonesian Journal of English Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics), "Collocations in the English LKS Books for Senior High School Students".

Our decision is to: Accept Submission
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